
Whichaway Oasis camp is situated at the base of a 60m / 200ft ice fall on the Schirmacher Oasis, where the glaciers of the 

Antarctic Ice Sheet meet the sea ice of the Novolazarevskaya Nivl Ice Shelf. Surrounded by stunning rock and ice formations, 

guests are in the perfect location for exploration and adventure – or simply to relax and enjoy 

the peaceful solitude of the Great White Continent. 

Our fully-qualified UIAGM guides lead activities at Whichaway Oasis at a pace that suits our guests. Whether it’s 

ice-climbing and exploring the crystal caves, a 4x4 safari followed by yoga or relaxing in the library with a book, 

Whichaway is an inspiring escape from the hubbub of everyday life. 

ROCK CL IMBING GLACIER  TREKKING ABSE IL ING

CRYSTAL  CAVES

The meltwater flows through tunnels and caves 

that will defy our guests’ imagination.

The ancient ice, created over millennia, has so 

little air trapped within it that it turns blue – and 

is a perfect accompaniment to a cocktail!

The seasonal meltwater carves a path through 

the ice waves, forming deep tunnels of iridescent 

blue ice at the base of the Oasis. 

Exploring the tunnels is truly 

a magical experience.

ICE  T U NNELS

ACT IV IT IES

*There is no minimum fitness requirement for our activities; guests always have the final decision on which activities they wish to join.

NUNATAK

A proud nunatak, a mountain peak protruding out of the ice, offers a stark contrast to the glacier and is an 

astonishing location to spend a day trekking and abseiling. 



On a hike that is as 

safe as it is spectac-

ular, our guides lead 

our guests on an 

easy traverse across 

a 200ft cliff with an 

incredible view of the 

ice waves below.

ROPE  WALK

BLUE  R IVER S

The cascading meltwater of the Antarctic spring 

flows through the ice waves below Whichaway 

Oasis, creating blue rivers that seem to have 

jumped straight out of the pages of a storybook.

ARCTIC  TRUCK SAFARI

Specially converted to Antarctic 

specifications, the Arctic Truck is in 

its element on the ice.

Our UIAGM guides will take guests 

on an exhilarating safari over the 

glacier, explaining how the glacier 

is formed and sharing stories from 

the area’s rich history 

of exploration.

With the help of Ice Axe and crampons guests can scale walls of ice that have 

been been formed out of the glacier surrounding the Nunatak.

ICE  CL IMBING

CONTACT  US

info@white-desert.com

+1 815 534 4533

MINDFULNESS

Guests will love 

the stunning views 

across Whichaway 

Lake from our 

newly-built yoga 

pod, followed by a 

sauna or perhaps a 

drink on the terrace 

before dinner.

CHAMPAGNE P ICNICS

Our chefs prepare gourmet picnics for guests 

to enjoy between the day’s activities. 
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